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F_8D_E6_B1_c84_120217.htm Unit 3 1. Travelling on those bad

mountain roads is a ____ and I will never risk my life like that from

now on. [A] nightfall [B] darkness [C] nightmare [D] dream 2. The

car ____ the garage door when he was trying to move his car in and

caused a minor damage to it. [A] rubbed [B] contacted [C] brushed

[D] grazed 3. We must severely punish those terrorism who violate

the ____ of civilized societies. [A] notions [B] norms [C]

conceptions [D] behaviors 4. The driver lost all the goods ____ for

lack of responsibility and caution. [A] on purpose [B] in public [C]

in transit [D] in reality 5. He was arrested for using drugs and the

____ publicity mined his career. [A] continuous [B] resultant [C]

remaining [D] reluctant 6. I failed to go to her wedding because it

____ with my examination. [A] disagreed [B] clashed [C] clamped

[D] fought 7. The doctor wrote me a ____ for medicine for my

cough. [A] description [B] prescription [C] prestige [D]

contribution 8. A few ____ members of the crowd attacked the

vendor who did not give them a good bargain. [A] military [B]

inoffensive [C] mild [D] militant 9. The village was ____ because of

the danger of a flood. [A] departed [B] removed [C] emptied [D]

evacuated 10. The mass movement for technical ____ is vigorously

forging ahead in the factory. [A] conviction [B] innovation [C]

initiative [D] enactment 11. I heard that there is a unanimous vote at

the afternoon meeting. So what is the ____ of opinion? [A] contract



[B] consent [C] compromise [D] consensus 12. She was so poor at

her English that her mother hired a(n) ____ to teach her English at

home. [A] assistant [B] driller [C] guide [D] tutor 13, _ ___ he is a

very serious and strict scholar, but actually he is not that kind of

person at all. [A] Virtually [B] Seemingly [C] Decisively [D] Likely

14. The whole nation was in the great impact of the earthquake and

the ____ confusion. [A] consequent [B] related [C] consumptive

[D] conspicuous 15. The pupil was ____ for stealing and cheating in

exams several times. [A] 0deleted [B] canceled [C] ousted [D]
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